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Anne Fanning  

Anne Fanning is a qualified Occupational Psychologist and has worked in 

this field for nearly 20 years.  She specialises in executive coaching, 

working with senior level managers, including directors and board 

members, who wish to: 

• Enhance their leadership capabilities 

• Gain wider recognition in their organizations 

• Maximise their promotion prospects 

Anne is able to conduct business in Spanish and also speaks French and 

some Portuguese.  She has worked in Europe, North and South America, China and Hong Kong.  

Recent clients include investment banks and retail financial services, professional services firms 

(lawyers and accountants), telecommunications, manufacturing, media and pharmaceutical 

companies.  Anne is based in the UK. 

Examples of Anne’s work include: 

Professional services: Coaching senior partners in an internationally represented law firm to 

enhance individual, team and organizational performance. 

• A four-stage framework comprising initial workshadow to establish strengths and 

development needs, followed by feedback on management behaviour and style, 

construction of a development plan linked to group and organizational objectives and 

subsequent tailored coaching sessions to support the achievement of agreed goals. 

Pharmaceutical Services: Pragmatic support and guidance on promotion and management 

issues, including improved communication, goal-setting and influencing strategies. 

• A Marketing Director with a specific need to improve his presentation skills found that there 

were less obvious reasons for his problems and worked with his coach to identify these and to 

remedy them.  He was subsequently equipped to launch a new product which created 

substantial media interest.  The HR director who had commissioned the coaching wrote to 

express her thanks. 

Financial Services: Career and leadership guidance provided to a senior IT director who was 

searching for a suitable role at board level, following the completion of a company-wide project. 

Career and Personal details 

Anne’s formative career was in the financial services sector, where, after roles in sales and 

marketing, she was a line manager for a UK-based team of 25 and subsequently undertook high-

profile, company-wide communication and management development projects.   

She holds degrees in Modern Languages (BA Honours) and Psychology (BSc Honours) and an MSc 

in Occupational Psychology from Birkbeck College, University of London. 

A graduate member of the British Psychological Society (BPS) and an associate of the Chartered 

Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD), Anne is also a founder member of the Association 

of Business Psychologists.  Her continuous professional development is maintained through regular 

reading as well as the compilation of her portfolio to gain Chartered status with the BPS.   

In psychometric testing, she is BPS Level A and B accredited and is also a licensed practitioner of 

the Myers Briggs Type Indicator.  Anne uses a range of coaching tools and techniques with her 

clients, according to their needs. 

Anne is noted as an inspiring and warm coach who is able to energise her coachees to develop 

new skills, especially in the field of people management.  She is renowned for her knowledge of 

behavioural development and her highly pragmatic approach. 
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